
Professional Range

Propacks

For kitchens without compromise.



The Franke Professional Range
features a level of craftsmanship that has been
gained through almost a century of experience
in manufacturing kitchen products.

Founded in Switzerland in 1911, Franke has grown to become the

world’s largest manufacturer of kitchen sinks. We’re also an industry

leader in design, quality and innovation – pioneering research and

developing new materials and products for the kitchen.

P R O F E S S I O N A L
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Compact CPX 160P with Zurich Chrome Tap
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Galassia GAK 611 with Danube Chrome Tap



With the Franke Professional Range,
we offer the outstanding quality for which
Franke are renowned at affordable prices.

It features innovative sink designs in a wide range of materials,

shapes and sizes combined with a selection of taps that fully complement

each style – from cutting edge contemporary to modern classics.

• Exceptional value – Franke have built up a global business that allows for efficient and economic product manufacture.

At the same time, we’ve maintained the highest standards of design, production and high-grade materials. This means we 

can offer competitively priced products with no compromise on build quality.

• Money-saving Propacks – Providing convenient and affordable quality, Propacks comprise a sink, plus a recommended

complementary tap. Some are also available with accessory packs (Accpacks) to suit, turning your sink into a versatile 

work area. You are also free to upgrade to the tap of your choice from any featured from page 18 of this brochure.

The Professional range now also features an undermount sink, the Compact CPX 160P.

• Hard wearing and tough to beat – Sinks from the Professional Range are available in three different materials:

• Stainless steel – Made from premium quality chrome nickel steel – the perfect material for ensuring cleanliness and hygiene. 

These sinks look beautiful and are resistant to staining, chipping, rust and corrosion. Available in a number of finishes –

Including brushed, silk and ‘Microdekor’ – a warm, subtle surface that’s delightful to touch.

• Ceramic – made from kiln-fired porcelain for a tough, smooth gloss finish able to stand up to even the harshest treatment. 

Ceramic Franke sinks have a fingertip-smooth high-gloss finish designed to look perfectly pristine – even after years of loyal

and hard-working service.

• Fragranite – a unique material pioneered by Franke that contains 80% granite particles to resist burns, dents, chips

and stains. Naturally textured, warm to the touch and with a subtle sheen, it comes in a wide range of colours with matching

accessories and two different finishes: Fragranite or  SilkSheen for a silkier finish.

P R O F E S S I O N A L
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Erica
EUN 611 96 Stainless Steel & Zurich Chrome tap

A generously sized traditional reversible* sink with drainer. 

Plug and chain supplied.

Erica
EUN 611 96
Accpack options:

Not available

Finish
Polished

Cabinet width 
500mm

Propack sink and tap
included.

£172.46
Lira I plumbing 
kit available at
extra cost
£15.67

Suggested Tap Upgrades

Moselle in SilkSteel
add £31.52

Simplon in Chrome
add £44.02

Professional Range

*The description ‘reversible’ means that the design enables the same sink to be turned with drainer on the left or drainer on the right. 
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Lever detail

Erica
EUX 611 78 Stainless Steel & Zurich Chrome tap

The sink for installations where space is at a premium. In reversible*

format, this sink incorporates the famous Franke Swiss double edge

profile for a superflush fit. Plug and chain supplied.

Erica
EUX 611 78
Accpack options:

Not available

Finish
Silk

Cabinet width 
500mm

Propack sink and tap
included.  

£211.00
Lira I plumbing 
kit available at
extra cost
£15.67

Suggested Tap Upgrades

Moselle in SilkSteel
add £31.52

Simplon in Chrome
add £44.02

Lever detail



*The description ‘reversible’ means that the design enables the same sink to be turned with drainer on the left or drainer on the right. 

Stainless Steel
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Erica
EUX 651 Stainless Steel & Zurich Chrome tap

Swiss double edge profile reversible* sink with one and a half

bowls fitting snugly into a 600mm base unit. Half bowl supplied

with Basket Strainer Waste (can also take a Waste Disposal

Unit - see page 17). Plug and chain supplied in main bowl.

Erica 
EUX 651
Accpack options:

Finish
Silk

Cabinet width 
600mm

Propack sink and tap
included.  

£292.50
Lira II plumbing 
kit available at
extra cost
£22.18

Suggested Tap Upgrades

Moselle in SilkSteel
add £31.52

Simplon in Chrome
add £44.02

Lever detail

Erica
EUT 651 Stainless Steel & Zurich Chrome tap

A generous size traditional reversible* sink in Microdekor finish

with Swiss-tooled drainer. Half bowl supplied with Basket Strainer

Waste (can also take a Waste Disposal Unit - see page 17).

Plug and chain supplied in main bowl.

Erica 
EUT 651
Accpack options:

Finish
Microdekor

Cabinet width 
600mm

Propack sink and tap
included. 

£315.51
Lira II plumbing 
kit available at
extra cost
£22.18

Suggested Tap Upgrades

Moselle in SilkSteel
add £31.52

Simplon in Chrome
add £44.02

Lever detail

A add £27.64

B add £57.76

S/S add £86.48

* Available in White, 
Almond & Brown

* *

* *

A add £27.64

B add £57.76

S/S add £86.48

* Available in White, 
Almond & Brown

* *

* *



Erica
EUX 621 Stainless Steel & Zurich Chrome tap

Swiss double edge profile handed** sink with an expanded second bowl for

installations where space permits. Both bowls supplied with Basket Strainer 

Wastes (can also take a Waste Disposal Unit - see page 17).

Erica
EUX 621
Accpack options:

Finish
Silk

Cabinet width 
800mm

Propack sink and tap
included.

£353.67
Lira II plumbing 
kit available at
extra cost
£22.18

Suggested Tap Upgrades

Triflow Moderne in
Chrome add £278.95

Simplon in Chrome
add £44.02

Professional Range

*The description ‘reversible’ means that the design enables the same sink to be turned with drainer on the left or drainer on the right. 
**In the case of a ‘handed’ sink it is necessary to specify which side the drainer is required e.g. EUX 621 left hand drainer or EUX 621 right hand drainer.8

Lever detail

Erica
EUX 671 Stainless Steel & Zurich Chrome tap

The ultimate workcentre with two and a half bowls. Swiss double edge

profile and reversible* format. All bowls supplied with Basket Strainer

Wastes (can also take a Waste Disposal Unit - see page 17).

Erica
EUX 671
Accpack options:

Finish
Silk

Cabinet width 
1000mm

Propack sink and tap
included.

£472.84
Lira III plumbing 
kit available 
at extra cost
£24.68

Suggested Tap Upgrades

Triflow Moderne in
Chrome add £278.95

Simplon in Chrome
add £44.02

Lever detail

621A add £33.77

621B add £63.92

* Available in White, 
Almond & Brown

* *

* *

A add £27.64

B add £57.76

* Available in White, 
Almond & Brown

* *

* *



*The description ‘reversible’ means that the design enables the same sink to be turned with drainer on the left or drainer on the right. 
**In the case of a ‘handed’ sink it is necessary to specify which side the drainer is required e.g. GAX 611 left hand drainer or GAX 611 right hand drainer.

Stainless Steel
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Galassia
GAX 611 Stainless Steel & Zurich Chrome tap

Jumbo sized bowl in terms of both width and depth, with Italian styled rigid

drainer. In handed** format, this sink is supplied with a Basket Strainer

Waste (can also take a Waste Disposal Unit - see page 17).

Galassia 
GAX 611
Accpack options:

Not available

Finish
Silk

Cabinet width 
600mm

Propack sink and tap
included.

£234.06
Lira I plumbing 
kit available at
extra cost
£15.67

Suggested Tap Upgrades

Victorian in Chrome
add £14.60

Top Lever in
Chrome add £44.02
SilkSteel add £71.98

Vita
VIX 611 Stainless Steel & Zurich Chrome tap

Elegantly sculpted Swiss sink in reversible* format with slim edge profile

at a real value for money price. Plug and chain supplied.

Vita
VIX 611
Accpack options:

Not available

Finish
Brushed

Cabinet width 
500mm

Propack sink and tap
included.

£169.95
Lira I plumbing 
kit available at
extra cost
£15.67

Suggested Tap Upgrades

Moselle in SilkSteel
add £31.52

Top Lever in
Chrome add £44.02
SilkSteel add £71.98



Vita
VIX 651 Stainless Steel & Zurich Chrome tap

One and a half bowls within the confines of a 600mm base unit. 

In reversible* format, the half bowl is supplied with a Basket Strainer

Waste (can also take a Waste Disposal Unit - see page 17). 

Plug and chain supplied in main bowl.

Vita
VIX 651
Accpack options:

Finish
Brushed

Cabinet width 
600mm

Propack sink and tap
included. 

£254.03
Lira II plumbing 
kit available at
extra cost
£22.18

Suggested Tap Upgrades

Moselle in SilkSteel
add £31.52

Triflow Moderne in
Chrome add £278.95

Professional Range

*The description ‘reversible’ means that the design enables the same sink to be turned with drainer on the left or drainer on the right. 
**In the case of a ‘handed’ sink it is necessary to specify which side the drainer is required e.g. ARX 661P left hand drainer or ARX 661P right hand drainer.10

Ariane
ARX 661P Stainless Steel & Zurich Chrome tap

Swiss double edge profile handed** sink with a second bowl outside

of the main bowl. Both bowls supplied with Basket Strainer Wastes

(can also take a Waste Disposal Unit - see page 17).

Ariane
ARX 661P
Accpack options:

Finish
Silk

Cabinet width 
600mm

Propack sink, tap and s/s
Strainer bowl included.

£354.62
Lira II plumbing 
kit available at
extra cost
£22.18

Suggested Tap Upgrades

Moselle in
SilkSteel add £31.52

Triflow Moderne in
Chrome add £278.95

A add £27.64

B add £57.76

S/S add £86.48

* Available in White, 
Almond & Brown

* *

* *

Stainless Steel
Strainer bowl
included in 
Propack price



*The description ‘reversible’ means that the design enables the same sink to be turned with drainer on the left or drainer on the right. 
**In the case of a ‘handed’ sink it is necessary to specify which side the drainer is required e.g. ARX 651P left hand drainer or ARX 651P right hand drainer.

Stainless Steel
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Ariane
ARX 651P Stainless Steel & Zurich Chrome tap

The natural workcentre with one and a half bowls. Swiss double edge

profile and handed** format. Both bowls supplied with Basket Strainer

Wastes (can also take a Waste Disposal Unit - see page 17).

Ariane 
ARX 651P
Accpack options:

Finish
Silk

Cabinet width 
600mm

Propack sink, tap and s/s
Strainer bowl included.

£354.62
Lira II plumbing 
kit available at
extra cost
£22.18

Suggested Tap Upgrades

Moselle in SilkSteel
add £31.52

Triflow Moderne in
Chrome add £278.95

Simplon
SPX 651 Stainless Steel & Zurich Chrome tap

The purists will prefer this refined handed** sink with minimalist drainer

which is graced by Ariane bowls with large diagonal dimensions.

Both bowls supplied with Basket Strainer Wastes (can also take 

a Waste Disposal Unit - see page 17).

Simplon 
SPX 651
Accpack options:

Finish
Silk

Cabinet width 
600mm

Propack sink, tap and s/s
Strainer bowl included.

£354.62
Lira II plumbing
kit available at
extra cost
£22.18

Suggested Tap Upgrades

Triflow Moderne in
Chrome add £278.95

Simplon in Chrome
add £44.02

Lever detail

Stainless Steel
Strainer bowl
included in 
Propack price

Stainless Steel
Strainer bowl
included in 
Propack price



Calypso
COG 611 Fragranite & Zurich Chrome tap

A compact reversible* sink with distinctive Italian styling. 

Supplied with Basket Strainer Waste (can also take a 

Waste Disposal Unit - see page 17).

Calypso 
COG 611
Accpack options:

Cabinet width 
500mm

Propack sink and tap
included.

£270.41
Lira I plumbing 
kit available 
at extra cost
£15.67

Suggested Tap Upgrades

Rotaflow in SilkSteel or
Fragranite add £24.98

Triflow Moderne in
Chrome add £278.95

Professional Range

*The description ‘reversible’ means that the design enables the same sink to be turned with drainer on the left or drainer on the right. 
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Calypso
COG 651 Fragranite & Zurich Chrome tap

In reversible* format with one and a half bowls fitting

within a 600mm base unit. Both bowls are supplied

with Basket Strainer Wastes (can also take a Waste

Disposal Unit - see page 17).

Calypso 
COG 651
Accpack options:

Cabinet width 
600mm

Propack sink, tap and
plumbing set connector 
included.

£302.21

Lira I plumbing 
kit available at
extra cost
£15.67

Suggested Tap Upgrades

Rotaflow in SilkSteel or
Fragranite add £24.98

Triflow Moderne in
Chrome add £278.95

Finish
Fragranite

SilkSheen
Graphite

White

Oatmeal

Champagne

Green

COB 621 add £52.29

* Available in White, 
Almond & Brown

*

Finish
Fragranite

SilkSheen
Graphite

White

Oatmeal

Champagne

Green

S/S add £97.93

CA add £33.70

CB add £63.73

* Available in White, 
Almond & Brown

* *

* *



*The description ‘reversible’ means that the design enables the same sink to be turned with drainer on the left or drainer on the right. 

Fragranite
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Calypso
COG 621 Fragranite & Zurich Chrome tap

This sink offers the luxury of two bowls where space permits. 

In reversible* format with both bowls supplied with Basket Strainer

Wastes (can also take a Waste Disposal Unit - see page 17).

Calypso
COG 621
Accpack options:

Cabinet width 
800mm

Propack sink, tap and
plumbing set connector 
included.

£334.07

Lira I plumbing 
kit available at
extra cost
£15.67

Suggested Tap Upgrades

Rotaflow in SilkSteel or
Fragranite add £24.98

Triflow Moderne in
Chrome add £278.95

Ariane
ARG 651 Fragranite & Zurich Chrome tap

A new reversible* Fragranite version of the popular

Ariane 651, this one and a half bowl sink is supplied

with two Basket Strainer Wastes (can also take a

Waste Disposal Unit - see page 17).

Ariane
ARG 651
Accpack options:

Cabinet width 
600mm

Propack sink, tap and s/s
Strainer bowl included.

£373.67
Lira II plumbing 
kit available at
extra cost
£22.18

Suggested Tap Upgrades

Moselle in SilkSteel
add £31.52

Triflow Moderne in
Chrome add £278.95

COB 621 add £52.29

Finish
Fragranite

White

Oatmeal

Champagne

Green
* Available in White, 

Almond & Brown

Stainless Steel
Strainer bowl
included in 
Propack price

Finish
SilkSheen

Polar White

Ivory

Platinum

Graphite

*



Calypso
COK 611‡ Ceramic & Zurich Chrome tap

Available in both Gloss White and Eggshell Oatmeal

this heavy duty reversible* sink fits into most schemes. 

The bowl is supplied with a Basket Strainer Waste‡ 

(can also take a Waste Disposal Unit - see page 17).

Calypso 
COK 611
Accpack options:

Not available

Cabinet width 
500mm

Propack sink and tap
included. 
Gloss White  

£392.75
Eggshell Oatmeal

£425.30
Lira I plumbing 
kit available 
at extra cost
£15.67

Suggested Tap Upgrades

Victorian in Gold 
finish add £26.35

Triflow Moderne in
Chrome add £278.95

Professional Range

*The description ‘reversible’ means that the design enables the same sink to be turned with drainer on the left or drainer on the right. 
‡Basket Strainer Wastes available in Titanium at additional cost.14

Calypso
COK 651‡ Ceramic & Zurich Chrome tap

In White and Oatmeal both bowls on this reversible*

sink fit within a 600mm base unit. Both main and

half bowl are supplied with Basket Strainer Wastes‡ 

(can also take a Waste Disposal Unit - see page 17).

Calypso 
COK 651
Accpack options:

Cabinet width 
600mm

Propack sink and tap
included. 
Gloss White  

£429.95
Eggshell Oatmeal

£464.97
Lira II plumbing 
kit available at
extra cost
£22.18

Suggested Tap Upgrades

Victorian in Gold 
finish add £26.35

Triflow Moderne in
Chrome add £278.95

Finish
Ceramic

Gloss White

Eggshell
Oatmeal

NB. Ceramic sink
measurements may
vary +/- 1% due to the 
firing process.

Finish
Ceramic

Gloss White

Eggshell
Oatmeal

KA add £36.31

KB add £73.84

NB. Ceramic sink
measurements may
vary +/- 1% due to the 
firing process.

* Available in White only

*

*



*The description ‘reversible’ means that the design enables the same sink to be turned with drainer on the left or drainer on the right. 
‡Wastes available in Titanium at additional cost.

Ceramic
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Galassia
GAK 611‡ Ceramic & Zurich Chrome tap

Available in Gloss White, this ‘jumbo’ bowl is a very practical size. 

The bowl is supplied with a Basket Strainer Waste‡ 

(can also take a Waste Disposal Unit - see page 17).

Galassia
GAK 611
Accpack options:

Not available

Cabinet width 
800mm

Propack sink and tap
included.  

£365.28
Lira I plumbing 
kit available 
at extra cost
£15.67

Suggested Tap Upgrades

Victorian in Gold 
finish add £26.35

Triflow Moderne in
Chrome add £278.95

Belfast
BAK 710‡ Ceramic & Zurich Chrome tap

A traditional Belfast sink incorporating weir

overflow with 60mm waste‡ and hand plug.

Belfast
BAK 710
Accpack options:

Not available

Cabinet width 
600mm

Propack sink and tap
included.

£299.17
Lira I plumbing 
kit available 
at extra cost
£15.67

Suggested Tap Upgrades

Rotaflow in SilkSteel
add £24.98

Triflow Moderne in
Chrome add £278.95

NB. Ceramic sink
measurements may
vary +/- 1% due to the 
firing process.

In right hand format the
overflow will be situated
on the front face of the
bowl.

Finish
Ceramic

Gloss White

NB. Ceramic sink
measurements may
vary +/- 1% due to the 
firing process.

We recommend that the
sink should be used as a
template in all cases.Finish

Ceramic
Gloss White



Professional Undermount Range/Plumbing Kits
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Plumbing Kits

Lira I
for single
bowl sink

Lira II
for a 11/2

bowl sink

Lira III
for a triple
bowl sink

£15.67

£ inc. VAT

£22.18

£ inc. VAT

£24.68

£ inc. VAT

Franke G-Clips

The new patented

Franke G-clip system

is a revolution in

the installation of

under-mounted sinks,

with considerable

savings. With this system you will see no visible difference

from traditional fixing methods, whilst gaining the

benefits of less installation time and effort required. 

The innovative technology distributes weight from the

sink bowl laterally through the use of simple metal

clamps that can be fitted in minutes and are strong

enough to withstand more than a 100kg weight.

The application of sealant ensures a watertight seal, with

the G-clip system firmly holding the sink in place. G-clips

can easily be removed with a simple tap from a hammer.

For more information and demonstration video visit

www.franke.co.uk

A reversible†, classical compact 11/2 bowl undermount sink that fits

into a 600mm base unit, complete with template and G-clips for

easy installation and fitting. With the centred wastes the reversibility

allows for fitting the half bowl on either the left or right

hand side of the main bowl.

Compact
CPX 160P
Accpack options:

Finish
Silk

Cabinet width 
600mm

Propack sink and tap
included. 

£339.52
Lira II plumbing 
kit available at
extra cost
£22.18

Suggested Tap Upgrades

Simplon in Chrome
add £44.02

Lever detail

Triflow Moderne in
Chrome add £278.95

NEW Compact
CPX 160P Stainless Steel & Zurich Chrome tap

CPSB add £13.84

CPCB add £53.82

CPS/S add £61.12

*

* Available in White, 
Almond, Brown
or Black

†The description ‘reversible’ means that the design enables the same sink to be turned with small bowl on the left or on the right. 

The next-generation installation systemMade of rigid grey polypropylene, these plumbing kits are the

hygienic solution to a Franke sink waste system. The sinks in

this brochure require a plumbing kit to be purchased separately. 

The plumbing kits recommended within this brochure are

shown below.
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Waste Disposal

Franke Turbo WD-751Franke Turbo WD-500

Franke Turbo WD-1001 Franke Turbo WD-1001B

Motor horsepower: 1/2 HP
Motor speed RPM: 2600

Motor type: High Torque dual
magnetic motor

*Air switch: Integral
Mounting system: Professional 3-bolt
Warranty: 8 years

Motor horsepower: 3/4 HP
Motor speed RPM: 2700

Motor type: High Torque dual
magnetic motor

*Air switch: Integral
Mounting system: Professional 3-bolt
Warranty: 10 years

Motor horsepower: 1 HP
Motor speed RPM: 2800

Motor type: High Torque dual
magnetic motor

*Air switch: Integral
Mounting system: Professional 3-bolt
Warranty: Lifetime

Motor horsepower: 1 HP
Motor speed RPM: 2800

Motor type: High Torque dual
magnetic motor

Air switch: Not applicable
Mounting system: Professional 3-bolt
Warranty: 10 years

Batch Feed model is activated by loading the chamber and rotating the WDU plug. Continuous Feed models are operated by an Air Switch (or alternative) and waste food is fed through the open neck of the unit. 
In both cases, a continuous supply of water is necessary whilst the WDU is in use. Member of REPIC for WEEE Regulations. EEE Producer Registration Number - WEE/DG0059TT. 17

Waste Disposal Units

A choice of four units designed to free the kitchen of unsightly and unhygienic

organic household waste. Each unit is the essential add-on for ensuring that

all Franke appliances and work surfaces remain looking immaculate. 

Thanks to a unique, permanent magnet motor, they reach high speed in a split second, producing more torque per kilo than

any other of its type. Whilst running water through the unit, food waste is instantly liquefied into fine particles that are

easily flushed through the pipework system.

Continuous £173.90*
Feed

Type £ inc. VAT Type £ inc. VAT

Continuous £289.05*
Feed

Continuous £358.38*
Feed

Batch Feed £321.95
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Simplon SPX 651 sink with Simplon Chrome tap

The Professional range of taps – 
offering outstanding quality at an affordable price

Available in a wide range of finishes designed to complement our

Professional range of sinks and with all the features and quality you

would expect from Franke.

Tap Brace
Tap brace £10.58

£ inc. VAT

shown fitted in position



Chrome £79.52
Tap upgrade price Nil

Danube

(1)

Base diameter 45mm
Tap cut-out 35mm

7

Professional Range
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Chrome £79.52
Tap upgrade price Nil

Zurich

(1)

Base diameter 45mm
Tap cut-out 35mm

Finish £ inc. VAT

Chrome £96.40
Tap upgrade price + £16.88

SilkSteel £111.04
Tap upgrade price + £31.52

Base diameter 45mm
Tap cut-out 35mm

Chrome £217.66
Tap upgrade price + £138.14

SwingSpray
Pull-out Spray

(1)

Base diameter 58.5mm
Tap cut-out 35mm

Chrome £91.98
Tap upgrade price + £12.46

SilkSteel £104.50
Tap upgrade price + £24.98

Fragranite White £104.50
Tap upgrade price + £24.98

Fragranite 
Champagne £104.50
Tap upgrade price + £24.98

Fragranite 
Oatmeal £104.50
Tap upgrade price + £24.98

Fragranite Green £104.50
Tap upgrade price + £24.98

Rotaflow

(2)

Base diameter 45mm
Tap cut-out 35mm

Chrome £94.12
Tap upgrade price + £14.60

Gold £105.87
Tap upgrade price + £26.35

Victorian

(2)

Base diameter 46mm
Tap cut-out 35mm

8

7

4

7

Moselle

(1)

Detail of Nozzle Spray mode

Detail of Nozzle

6

1

(1) Ceramic disc tap – may require a 4 metre head of water in a conventional plumbing system. (2) Compression valve tap – usually suitable for any plumbing system. In some instances,
pull-out nozzle and spray taps may require additional pumping or local authority approval prior to installation.

Franke strongly recommends that you consult your supplier/installer prior to purchase.

The figure in the symbol is designed to indicate the relative flow rate performance for each tap. The rate is graded 1-8 where 1 is poor and 8 is excellent. Relative flow rates are only likely to be
relevant in installations with a low head of water (below 4 metres) or low cold supply pressure. In either case you would be well advised to consult your supplier or installer.

All Franke taps are designed to conform to Water Research Council requirements and are backed by nationwide servicing and guarantees.

Indicates tap is fitted with a Perlator® providing a champagne-like flow.

Finish £ inc. VAT

NEW

Handwheel may vary from picture



Professional Range

Finish £ inc. VATFinish £ inc. VAT

Chrome £123.54
Tap upgrade price + £44.02

SilkSteel £137.29
Tap upgrade price + £57.77

Simplon Tap

(1)

Base diameter 50mm
Tap cut-out 35mm

Chrome £123.54
Tap upgrade price + £44.02

SilkSteel £151.50
Tap upgrade price + £71.98

Professional Top Lever

(1)

Base diameter 50 mm
Tap cut-out 35mm

6 6

Chrome £105.16
Tap upgrade price + £25.64

SilkSteel £117.66
Tap upgrade price +  £38.14

Bronze £117.66
Tap upgrade price +  £38.14

Retro

(2)

Base diameter 46mm
Tap cut-out 35mm

Chrome £148.26
Tap upgrade price + £68.74

Gold £182.36
Tap upgrade price + £102.84

Bridge

(2)

Base diameter N/A
Requires 25mm tap holes
Centres min 150 max 200

68

1

(1) Ceramic disc tap – may require a 4 metre head of water in a conventional plumbing system. (2) Compression valve tap – usually suitable for any plumbing system. In some instances,
pull-out nozzle and spray taps may require additional pumping or local authority approval prior to installation.

Franke strongly recommends that you consult your supplier/installer prior to purchase.

The figure in the symbol is designed to indicate the relative flow rate performance for each tap. The rate is graded 1-8 where 1 is poor and 8 is excellent. Relative flow rates are only likely to be
relevant in installations with a low head of water (below 4 metres) or low cold supply pressure. In either case you would be well advised to consult your supplier or installer.

All Franke taps are designed to conform to Water Research Council requirements and are backed by nationwide servicing and guarantees.

This tap is designed to
reflect Erica & Simplon
sink drainers.

Lever detail
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Franke Triflow Moderne

Franke Triflow Moderne

At an affordable premium,

why not consider upgrading to

a water purification tap, which

offers sleek good looks and all

the desirable features of a

dedicated filtered water supply

as well as delivering hot, cold

or mixed at the point of use? 

Franke Triflow Moderne Chrome tap
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Franke Triflow Moderne

(1) 5

Base diameter 50mm
Tap cut-out 35mm

Chrome £358.47
Tap upgrade price + £278.95

Finish £ inc. VAT

 



Specifications

Sinks

Overall size: 965 x 510

Bowl size: 430 x 420 x 180

Cut-out size: 949 x 494 cr=20 

Cabinet width: 500

Price: £92.94

EUN 611 96

Erica
Overall size: 780 x 500

Bowl size: 340 x 420 x 175

Cut-out size: 764 x 484 cr=20

Cabinet width: 500

Price: £131.48

EUX 611 78 Overall size: 965 x 500
Bowl size: 340 x 420 x 175

165 x 300 x 130

Cut-out size: 949 x 484 cr=20  

Cabinet width: 600

Price: £212.98

EUX 651

Overall size: 965 x 500
Bowl size: 340 x 420 x 175

165 x 300 x 130

Cut-out size: 949 x 484 cr=20 

Cabinet width: 600

Price: £235.99

EUT 651 Overall size: 1120 x 500
Bowl size: 340 x 420 x 175

300 x 340 x 150

Cut-out size: 1104 x 484 cr=20   

Cabinet width: 800

Price: £274.15

EUX 621 Overall size: 1325 x 500
Bowl size: 340 x 420 x 175 

340 x 420 x 175 
165 x 300 x 130

Cut-out size: 1309 x 484 cr=20   

Cabinet width: 1000

Price: £393.32

EUX 671

Overall size: 1000 x 500

Bowl size: 450 x 400 x 190

Cut-out size: 980 x 480 cr=20 

Cabinet width: 600

Price: £154.54

GAX 611

Galassia

Overall size: 860 x 510

Bowl size: 340 x 420 x 175 

Cut-out size: 844 x 494 cr=20   

Cabinet width: 500

Price: £90.43

VIX 611

Erica
Overall size: 1000 x 510

Bowl size: 340 x 420 x 175
165 x 300 x 130

Cut-out size: 984 x 494 cr=20   

Cabinet width: 600

Price: £174.51

VIX 651

Vita

Overall size: 1000 x 510

Bowl size: 350 x 435 x 180 

170 x 320 x 135

Cut-out size: 984 x 494 cr=20

Cabinet width: 600

Price: £280.64

ARX 661P

Erica
Overall size: 1000 x 510

Bowl size: 350 x 435 x 180

170 x 320 x 135

Cut-out size: 984 x 494 cr=20

Cabinet width: 600

Price: £280.64

ARX 651P

Ariane

Overall size: 1000 x 510

Bowl size: 350 x 435 x 180
170 x 320 x 135

Cut-out size: 984 x 494   

Cabinet width: 600

Price: £280.64

SPX 651

EricaSimplon

Overall size: 860 x 500

Bowl size: 355 x 420 x 200

Cut-out size: 846 x 486 cr=20 

Cabinet width: 500

Price: £190.89
All Colours

COG 611

Calypso
Overall size: 970 x 500

Bowl size: 340 x 420 x 200

165 x 306 x 140

Cut-out size: 956 x 486 cr=20   

Cabinet width: 600

Price: £222.69
All Colours

COG 651 Overall size: 1160 x 500

Bowl size: 340 x 420 x 200 

340 x 420 x 200 

Cut-out size: 1146 x 486 cr=20

Cabinet width: 800

Price: £254.55
All Colours

COG 621

Overall size: 1000 x 515

Bowl size: 350 x 435 x 180

170 x 320 x 135

Cut-out size: 984 x 494 cr=20

Cabinet width: 600

Price: £264.73
All Colours

ARG 651

EricaAriane

22



Specifications

†Ceramic sink measurements may vary +/- 1% due to the firing process. We recommend that the sink should be used as a template in all cases.

cr=corner radius.

23

Colours shown are for reference only. All sinks available with left or right hand drainer.
The description ‘reversible’ means that the design enables the same sink to be turned to drainer on the left or drainer on the right. In the case of a ‘handed’ sink it is necessary to specify which
side the drainer is required e.g. EUX 651 left hand drainer or EUX 621 right hand drainer. All bowls sizes and dimensions are described in mm.
Franke sinks are guaranteed for 25 years against manufacturing defect. Franke taps are guaranteed against defective materials and workmanship for 1 year in relation to coatings and finishes,
and 5 years in relation to moving parts. Franke will replace (and where appropriate repair) defective sinks. In relation to taps, Franke will, where appropriate, provide replacement parts for your
taps or replace your taps at their discretion. Any associated or ancillary costs to be incurred by you as a result of replacement of Franke sinks and taps under this guarantee shall in all cases be
previously approved by Franke UK Limited. This guarantee is in addition to and does not affect your statutory rights. Prices shown are UK mainland prices effective from 1st July 2007 and
include VAT at the current rate of 17.5%. This literature has been produced on chlorine free materials harvested from sustainable forests. The Franke policy is one of continual improvement
and Franke reserves the right to alter models and specifications without notice. Front cover shows Galassia GAX 611 Sink with Zurich Chrome tap.

Sinks

Overall size: 860 x 500

Bowl size: 360 x 420 x 185

Cut-out size: 790 x 470 cr=20

Cabinet width: 500

Price: £313.23 White

£345.78 E.Oatmeal

Calypso COK 611†

Calypso Ceramic
Overall size: 1000 x 500

Bowl size: 335 x 420 x 185

160 x 360 x 185

Cut-out size: 930 x 470 cr=20

Cabinet width: 600

Price: £350.43 White

£385.45 E.Oatmeal

Calypso COK 651† Overall size: 1010 x 515

Bowl size: 465 x 415 x 200

Cut-out size: 965 x 475 cr=20

Cabinet width: 800

Price: £285.76
*NB. In right hand format the overflow 
will be situated on the front of the bowl.

Galassia GAK 611†*

Overall size: 595 x 455

Bowl size: 525 x 380 x 215

Cut-out size: N/A  

Cabinet width: 600

Price: £219.65

Belfast BAK 710†

Belfast

1

(1) Ceramic disc tap – may require a 4 metre head of water in a conventional plumbing system. (2) Compression valve tap – usually suitable for any plumbing system. In some instances,
pull-out nozzle and spray taps may require additional pumping or local authority approval prior to installation.

Franke strongly recommends that you consult your supplier/installer prior to purchase.

The figure in the symbol is designed to indicate the relative flow rate performance for each tap. The rate is graded 1-8 where 1 is poor and 8 is excellent. Relative flow rates are only likely to be
relevant in installations with a low head of water (below 4 metres) or low cold supply pressure. In either case you would be well advised to consult your supplier or installer.

All Franke taps are designed to conform to Water Research Council requirements and are backed by nationwide servicing and guarantees.

Indicates tap is fitted with a Perlator® providing a champagne-like flow.

Professional taps
Zurich(1) NEW Victorian(2)

Rotaflow(2) Moselle(1) SwingSpray(1)

Top Lever(1) Simplon(1) Retro(2)

Bridge(2) Franke Triflow Moderne(1)

Tap Height: 230

Spout Reach: 210

Base Diameter: 45

Tap cut-out: 35

Finishes:
Chrome £79.52

Tap Height: 280

Spout Reach: 180

Base Diameter: 46

Tap cut-out: 35

Finishes:
Chrome £94.12
Gold £105.87

Tap Height: 320

Spout Reach: 190

Base Diameter: 45

Tap cut-out: 35

Finishes:
Chrome £91.98
SilkSteel £104.50
Fragranite colours £104.50

Tap Height: 340

Spout Reach: 190

Base Diameter: 45

Tap cut-out: 35

Finishes:
Chrome £96.40
SilkSteel £111.04

Tap Height: 186

Spout Reach: 225

Base Diameter: 58.5

Tap cut-out: 35

Finishes:
Chrome £217.66

Tap Height: 160

Spout Reach: 220

Base Diameter: 50

Tap cut-out: 35

Finishes:
Chrome £123.54
SilkSteel £151.50

Tap Height: 160

Spout Reach: 220

Base Diameter: 50

Tap cut-out: 35

Chrome £123.54
SilkSteel £137.29

Tap Height: 240

Spout Reach: 230

Base Diameter: 46

Tap cut-out: 35

Finishes:
Chrome £105.16
SilkSteel £117.66
Bronze £117.66

Tap Height: 365

Spout Reach: 232

Requires 25mm tap holes

Centres min 150 max 200

Finishes:
Chrome £148.26
Gold £182.36

Tap Height: 240
Spout Reach: 240

Base Diameter: 50

Tap cut-out: 35

Finishes:
Chrome £358.47

7

7

6

8

Lever detail
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6

5

8

4

6

Danube(1)

Tap Height: 225

Spout Reach: 232

Base Diameter: 45

Tap cut-out: 35

Finishes:
Chrome £79.52

7

Bowl size: 340 x 420 x 175

165 x 300 x 130

Cut-out size: Utilise template 

Cabinet width: 600

Price: £260.00

Compact CPX 160P

Compact Reversible Undermount NEW
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